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ABSTRACT Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a genetic disorder in collagen characterized by mechanically weakened tendon, fragile bones, skeletal deformities, and in severe cases, prenatal death. Although many studies have attempted to associate specific mutation types with phenotypic severity, the molecular and mesoscale mechanisms by which a single point mutation influences the mechanical behavior of tissues at multiple length scales remain unknown. We show by a hierarchy of full atomistic and mesoscale simulation that OI mutations severely compromise the mechanical properties of collagenous tissues at multiple scales, from single molecules to collagen fibrils. Mutations that lead to the most severe OI phenotype correlate with the strongest effects, leading to weakened intramolecular adhesion, increased intermolecular spacing, reduced stiffness, as well as a reduced failure strength of collagen fibrils. We find that these molecular-level changes lead to an alteration of the stress distribution in mutated collagen fibrils, causing the formation of stress concentrations that induce material failure via intramolecular slip. We believe that our findings provide insight into the microscopic mechanisms of this disease and lead to explanations of characteristic OI tissue features such as reduced mechanical strength and a lower cross-link density. Our study explains how single point mutations can control the breakdown of tissue at much larger length scales, a question of great relevance for a broad class of genetic diseases.

INTRODUCTION

Collagen is a crucial structural protein material, formed through a hierarchical assembly of tropocollagen molecules, arranged in collagen fibrils that constitute the basis for larger-scale fibrils and fibers (Fig. 1a). Diseases associated with collagen abnormalities have severe consequences, because collagens are major structural proteins within most human body tissues (e.g., tendon, skin, bone) that are crucial for the mechanical integrity of organisms. Among the first reported mutations in collagen were those associated with the so-called “brittle bone disease” or osteogenesis imperfecta (OI), which involves a catastrophic breakdown of tissue (1). Patients affected by OI exhibit an array of symptoms, including short stature, loose joints, blue sclerae, dentinogenesis imperfecta, hearing loss, and neurological and pulmonary complications (2,3). We specifically point out that in addition to the effects of OI mutations on bone tissue, there are also severe changes to mechanical properties of other connective tissues such as tendon.

The classification of OI is based commonly on clinical features that leads to four major groups, from mild (OI type I) to severe (OI type III and IV) to perinatal lethal (OI type II) (4). The genetic basis for ~90% of all known forms of this disease lies in mutations of type I collagen genes (5), as tabulated in the database of human collagen mutations (http://www.le.ac.uk/genetics/collagen) (6). Missense mutations that alter a glycine (Gly) codon in the genes encoding the characteristic collagen triple helix are the most common causes of OI (5). The replacement of either guanine (G) residue in the glycine codon GGC can theoretically result in the replacement of eight different amino acids: serine (Ser), cysteine (Cys), alanine (Ala), valine (Val), aspartic acid (Asp), glutamic acid (Glu), arginine (Arg), and tryptophan (Trp). All possibilities have been described in association with OI, although the frequency by which the different mutations occur varies considerably, with tryptophan replacements being exceedingly rare (7). Although a general correspondence between the specific mutations and the severity of OI has been reported, the molecular mechanisms of how a single point mutation can alter the mechanical properties at larger tissue scales remain unknown.

Earlier experimental studies have attempted to correlate glycine mutation types and locations with phenotypic severity. Some trends are apparent, such as OI severity increasing with an amino to carboxyl terminal orientation and with substitution by large and charged amino acids (8–10). At present, however, genotype-phenotype correlations are too weak to accurately predict the phenotypic effect of a particular glycine mutation. The answer to the question how a single point mutation in the tropocollagen molecule can cause failure of collagen based protein materials remains unknown. In particular, it remains unclear at what level in the tissue structure and how a single point mutation influences the behavior. To address these points, investigations at all relevant hierarchical levels must be carried out, beginning at the molecular level.

In this study, we report a series of systematic molecular scale based bottom-up computational experiments focused...
on pure collagenous tissue, carried out using atomistic-level molecular dynamics (MD), adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann solver (APBS) calculations, and a mesoscale molecular model of collagen fibrils. The basis for our study is a reference tropocollagen peptide and seven modified versions with seven types of glycine mutations, as shown in Fig. 1b. The major goal of our analysis is to investigate the effect of these OI mutations on single molecule properties, changes to the lateral intermolecular interaction, as well as changes to mechanical properties of collagen fibrils. We also discuss possible effects on larger-scale properties and mineralization during bone formation. The major question to be addressed in this study is to elucidate how it is possible that a single point mutation at the level of a single tropocollagen molecule can lead to such dramatic, catastrophic effects at much larger tissue scales. We emphasize that the scope of this study is focused solely on pure collagenous tissues, and limited to studies of individual collagen fibrils.

**METHODS**

We use a computational multiscale approach to investigate the effects of OI mutations at different levels. A variety of computational techniques are used including: full atomistic simulations for individual and pairs of molecules (in explicit water, using the GROMOS force field), Poisson-Boltzmann simulations, and MD for intermolecular interactions, as well as a coarse-grained bead model to describe the collagen fibril behavior. The results from single molecule and intermolecular properties are fed into the coarse-grained bead model in the spirit of a multiscale simulation approach.

**Molecular model setup**

Triple helical tropocollagen molecule models with various sequences are created using the triple-helical collagen building script tool (THeBuScr) (11–13). All simulations are carried out with explicit solvent and the GROMOS96 43a1 force field as reported in earlier studies (13). We choose the simplest model of tropocollagen, with only Gly-Pro-Hyp (GPO) triplets on each of the three chains as the reference system (where Hyp and O are the three letter code and single letter code for the amino acid hydroxyproline, respectively). The central triplet is used to introduce the Gly replacement. The peptide structure is [(GPO)_5-(XPO)-(GPO)_3], where the X position is occupied by alanine, serine, cysteine, arginine, valine, glutamic acid, or aspartic acid (Fig. 1b). For all peptides, the N-terminals and C-terminals are assumed neutral.

The tropocollagen models used in this study are truncated at 30 amino acids per chain due to computational limitations. This leads to short length tropocollagen segments with a length of ~8 nm. Peptides of comparable length have been used in earlier studies (8).

Further details in regard to the modeling approach, in particular the mechanical analysis and identification of Young’s modulus, are included in the Methods section of the Supporting Material.

**Model equilibration**

MD simulations are carried out using the GROMACS code (14,15) and the GROMOS96 43a1 force field as used in earlier studies (13), which also includes parameters for the hydroxyproline (HYP) residue. The protein molecules are entirely solvated in a 13 nm × 3 nm × 3 nm periodic water box (that ensure a minimum distance of 0.8 nm between the protein and the box edge). Single point charge water molecules are used for the solvent, leading to a total of ~12,800 atoms for each system. SETTLE (for water) and LINCS algorithms are used to constrain covalent bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms, thus allowing a time step of 2 fs. Nonbonding interactions are computed using a cutoff for neighbor list at 1 nm, with a switching function between 0.8 and 0.9 nm for van der Waals interactions, whereas the particle-mesh Ewald sums method is applied to describe electrostatic interactions. In the case of charged peptides, counterions (CI⁻ or Na⁺) are added to keep the system neutral. The preliminary system energy minimization is carried out by using a steepest descent algorithm until convergence. The system is then equilibrated at a temperature of 310 K (37°C) for 1200 ps and the entire protein is held fixed for the first 200 ps by restraining the atomic positions, and thereafter only the first and the last Cα atoms of each chain are restrained for the following 1,000 ps. We observe that, even in the presence of large mutant amino acids, the RMSD of the proteins reaches a stable value within the 1 ns simulation time, suggesting that the collagen peptides are equilibrated properly.

**Modeling of intermolecular interactions**

The lateral intermolecular interactions are calculated between one reference peptide and another peptide that can either be the reference or a mutated one. The combination of the reference peptide and the mutated peptide is chosen because in vivo mutations are not aligned in two neighboring collagen molecules due to the staggered geometry.

We move the second peptide in six different directions from a separation distance of 1.25 nm to a distance of 3 nm, where the distance is calculated as the distance between the center of mass of the proteins. The six directions have been chosen based on the quasi-hexagonal packing of collagen fibrils (16,17) for the geometry, see Fig. 3a.

The contributions to the total intermolecular interaction energy, the electrostatic and the van der Waals energies, are evaluated by two different
methods. The electrostatic forces are long ranged and thus the finite cut-off necessary in MD simulations would introduce large errors. Although the particle mesh Ewald method provides a reliable approach to treat the electrostatic energies during MD simulations, we choose the APBS (18) to obtain reliable estimates of the electrostatic interaction energies in aqueous solvent. The APBS method has been specifically developed and validated to accurately evaluate the electrostatic contributions to protein-protein binding (19). Therefore we use the APBS method that allow us to determine the electrostatic interaction profile as a function of the distance between two tropocollagen molecules. On the other hand, because the van der Waals interactions are short-ranged they can be accurately calculated through MD simulations in explicit solvent.

**Electrostatic intermolecular interactions**

The APBS calculation involve, for each pair of peptides (p), for each orientation (o), and for each relative distance (d), the evaluation of the electrostatic energy of three systems: both single peptides ($C_0$ and $C_b$) as separate entities and the complex ($C_t$). The electrostatic interaction energy ($C_{int}$) is calculated as follows:

$$C_{int}(p, o, d) = C_t - (C_a + C_b).$$  \(1\)

Plotting $C_{int}$ obtained for the same peptide pair and direction but different distances yields the electrostatic energy profile as a function of the separation distance between the molecules. We use the standard CHARMM charge distribution at pH 7 to provide atomic-level charges. The equilibrated collagen models are converted from the PDB format to PQR format using the PDB2PQR code (20). We note that APBS does not take temperature dependent vibrations into consideration, and therefore we do not carry out an average over different configurations for the same distance, orientation, and peptide pairing (this is standard practice in APBS calculations of similar problems; see Vallejo et al. (19)). For all APBS calculations we use a coarse grid of 16.0 nm × 13.6 nm × 12.1 nm, a fine grid of 11.3 nm × 10.0 nm × 9.1 nm, and a number of grid point of 225 × 193 × 161. The grid dimensions are given by the PDB2PQR code, whereas the number of grid point is chosen to have a grid resolution of 0.5 Å in all directions.

**van der Waals intermolecular interactions**

To quantify the van der Waals calculations we use the equilibrated peptides and follow a procedure similar to that described for the electrostatic interaction calculations above. For each peptide pair (p), orientation (o) and peptide-peptide distance (d), three systems are generated, the two single molecules and their complex. Each of these systems is entirely solvated in a 13.0 nm × 8.7 nm × 8.7 nm periodic water box (to ensure a minimum distance of 0.8 nm between the largest protein complex and the box edge).

To avoid “bad” contacts between proteins and solvent, all systems are subject to energy minimization by using a steepest descent algorithm until convergence is achieved. The systems are then equilibrated at a temperature of 310 K (37°C) for 200 ps of MD. The average value during the last 100 ps of the van der Waals energy of both the single peptides ($W_a$ and $W_b$) as separate entities and the value obtained for the complex ($W_s$) are then used to calculate the van der Waals interaction energy ($W_{int}$) as follows:

$$W_{int}(p, o, d) = W_s - (W_a + W_b).$$  \(2\)

**Total intermolecular interaction energy**

The total lateral intermolecular interaction energy ($E_{int}$) between each peptide pair is then obtained as the sum of the electrostatic interaction energy ($C_{int}$) and the van der Waals interaction energy ($W_{int}$):

$$E_{int}(p, o, d) = C_{int}(p, o, d) + W_{int}(p, o, d),$$  \(3\)

where p, o, and d are the different peptide pairs, the orientation in which the second peptide is displaced and the relative distance between the two proteins, respectively. The total interaction energies are then averaged over the six different directions to obtain, for each pair of peptides, the interaction energy profile as a function of the distance. These profiles are then fitted to a 12:6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential and the values of $\epsilon$ (energy well depth), $a$ (distance at which the potential is zero), and $d_{min}$ (distance between the particles at the energy minimum) are extracted for each peptide pair. The LJ potential is defined as $E(r) = 4\epsilon[(a/r)^{12} - (a/r)^{6}]$. It is noted that given a certain peptide pair, the energy profile shows no significant difference between the energy profiles along different directions (where the different directions correspond to those sketched in Fig. 3 a, top right; following the hexagonal three-dimensional packing of molecules typically found in collagen fibrils).

**Intermolecular distance and probability of intermolecular cross-linking**

In bone and tendon, the tropocollagen molecules form fibrils that are connected through lysine-based intermolecular cross-links. The model we use in this study is based on the discussion reported originally in Miles et al. (21). They suggested that the likelihood of cross-linking is related to the overlap volume of two adjoining tropocollagen molecules and that the increase distances between the molecules (in their case due to the lack of the α2 chain) would lead to a reduced cross-linking. In our case we have the opportunity to advance that model because we calculated the exact intermolecular distance from atomistic simulation (that is, the parameter d) for each mutation type. Therefore, if a mutation is close to a lysine residue that would be involved in formation of a cross-link, the increased spacing will affect the likelihood of cross-linking. It is noted that it is not the mutation itself that makes the cross-link, nor has the mutation to be exactly next to the lysine residue, but just close enough (~5–10 residue positions) to affect the local intermolecular distance. The core of the collagen molecule plus the lysine side chains can be considered as a sphere with radius r (where the radius of the tropocollagen molecule is not affected by the mutations as shown in Table S4). For the cross-link reaction to occur, the end groups of two lysine residues must approach one another in space and be at the correct orientation with one another for the reaction to take place. This means that the bigger the overlap between two collagen spheres (that is, the closer the tropocollagen molecules are packed in the fibril), the greater is the probability of the cross-link forming (21). The overlap volume between two collagen spheres as a function of the distance is given by

$$V = \pi \frac{2r}{3} \left( \frac{2r - d}{2} \right)^2 \left( \frac{2r - d}{6} \right),$$  \(4\)

where r is the radius of the spheres and d is the distance between the spheres.

**Coarse-grained mesoscale model of collagen fibrils**

The mesoscale model of collagen fibrils is identical to that reported in Buehler (22,23), with modifications to reflect changes in the segment’s stiffness and intermolecular interactions due to OI mutations. Numerical values of all model parameters are given in Table S3.

To model the effect of mutations, we alter the molecular and intermolecular properties in a segment of six beads (corresponding to the size of the structure investigated at the molecular scale, ~8 nm), according to the findings reported in Figs. 2 and 3. We consider only the most severe case of OI mutations. To account for the reduction in molecular stiffness (Fig. 2), the spring constant that describes bead-bead stretching is reduced by 15%. The alteration of the intermolecular interaction leads to corresponding changes of $c_{1,1}$ and $c_{1,2}$ in Eq. S7. The value of $c_{1,2}$ is chosen to be 20% larger than the reference value (to reflect increased molecular spacing) and $c_{1,1}$ is chosen to be 10% of the reference value (to reflect a significantly reduced intermolecular adhesion by ~90%; see Fig. 3).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Single molecule effects

The Young’s modulus of a single reference tropocollagen molecule is determined to be 3.96 ± 0.21 GPa, in agreement with corresponding experimental results (24,25). Molecules with glycine mutations display softer mechanical properties than the reference peptide, with values ranging from 3.37 ± 0.32 GPa to 3.78 ± 0.29 GPa. A decrease in Young’s modulus up to 15% is observed, depending on the specific type of the replacing residue (Fig. 2 a). We note that these results have been reported in an earlier study (13) and are included in this study for completeness.

We further find that mutations related to more severe phenotypes are associated with softer tropocollagen mechanical properties, as illustrated in Fig. 2 b (see also Table S1). The softening behavior is confirmed by a linear fit to the Young’s modulus results over the severity of the disease for the particular mutations, showing a clear trend.

Intermolecular interaction effects

We proceed with a systematic investigation of intermolecular interactions, for all seven mutations as well as the reference peptide, by studying the adhesion energy profile as pairs of molecules are separated (see Fig. 3 a, top left; where the resulting curves are obtained as averages over different orientations as shown in Fig. 3 a, top right). The energy profiles presented in Fig. 3 a show that for short distances (<1.7 nm) there is generally a strong repulsion between the molecules, whereas for larger distances (>2 nm) the energy goes smoothly to zero. For intermediate distances (roughly between 1.9 nm and 2.2 nm) the energy curves display a minimum corresponding to the equilibrium intermolecular spacing. This energy minimum is in good agreement with the experimentally observed intermolecular distance between tropocollagen molecules in collagen fibrils (21,26).

We find that the intermolecular adhesion is strongly influenced by the type of mutation in the interacting tropocollagen molecules. When the reference tropocollagen molecule is coupled to an OI mutated peptide (Ala, Arg, Asp, Cys, Ser, Glu, or Val), the adhesion energies are reduced compared to the case when the reference peptide is interacting with another reference peptide without OI mutation. This behavior is reflected in the more shallow adhesion profile. In addition to the more shallow adhesion profile, the energy minimum is shifted to larger distances, leading to an increased intermolecular spacing.

A quantitative analysis of OI effects on intermolecular adhesion is carried out by plotting the depth of the energy minimum $\varepsilon$ (equivalent to the adhesion energy; Fig. 3 b) as well as the equilibrium distance $d_{\text{min}}$ between molecules (Fig. 3 c) as a function of the severity of each mutation type (see Table S2 for a list of numerical values of $\varepsilon$ and $d_{\text{min}}$). The adhesion energy $\varepsilon$ decreases from 2.8 kcal/mol (reference case) to 0.1 kcal/mol (most severe mutation), reflecting a significant reduction in intermolecular adhesion by >90%. As the severity increases, the value of $d_{\text{min}}$ increases by ~30% from ~1.95 nm to 2.5 nm, reflecting a larger intermolecular spacing. The finding that the intermolecular spacing in collagen fibrils increases due to OI mutations is in excellent agreement with the results found in osteogenesis imperfecta murine models, where an increase of ~0.1 nm in the lateral distance between tropocollagen molecules was observed in experimental in vivo studies (21,27). We note that these correlations do not necessarily imply causality. Nonetheless, our observations corroborate earlier results that OI mutations affect the structural properties of collagenous tissues.

The increased distance between tropocollagen molecules may affect the rate of intermolecular cross-linking. For the cross-link reaction to occur, the end groups of two lysine residues must come sufficiently close. Considering the collagen molecules as spheres (including the lysine side chain), then the larger the overlap zone (the closer the collagen molecules are packed in the fibril), the greater the probability is for a cross-link to form (21). Because OI mutations lead to an increase of the separation of the collagen molecules (Fig. 3 c), the volume of the overlap is reduced and thus the probability of the cross-link formation is severely compromised, as shown in Fig. 4. This mechanism could explain the lower level of cross-links observed in OI (28,29).

Collagen fibril-level effects

To investigate the effect of molecular-level mutations on larger-scale mechanical behavior of collagen fibrils, we use
a simple mesoscale model formulation that describes the mechanical behavior of a single collagen fibril, where the nanomechanical characterization of molecular-scale behavior serves as input parameter into the model formulation. This method follows a modeling approach reported earlier in Buehler (22,23) with relevant modifications to reflect the effect of tropocollagen mutations on molecular and intermolecular properties. The mesoscale model provides us with the ability to directly study the properties of collagen fibrils (at scales of larger than micrometers) due to molecular-level, single point mutations (at scales of subnanometers).

We find that the presence of mutations leads to a significant change in the mechanical response of collagen fibrils. Fig. 5a shows the relative change of strength, revealing a loss in strength of more than 35% in a cross-link free fibril. The loss of strength is even greater in a cross-linked fibril (one cross-link at each tropocollagen molecule end), leading to a reduction of almost 50% compared to its reference value. We also find that the effect of the mutation is strongest if the mutation is placed at either end of the molecule, and least strong if it is placed in the center. We note that the strength of cross-link free fibril is significantly reduced compared with those that feature cross-links; nevertheless, it is finite (23). The reason for the finite strength of crosslink free collagen fibrils is that there exist intermolecular adhesion forces, which provide adhesion strength in the molecular assembly. We point out, however, that the strength is many times greater once cross-links are introduced, which qualitatively agrees with experimental studies (30).

A direct quantitative comparison with experimental results of reference and mutated collagen fibrils is not yet feasible, because a systematic comparison of the mechanical properties of reference and mutated collagen fibrils has not yet been carried out. However, a qualitative comparison with experimental results (31) in osteogenesis imperfecta murine tendon shows some agreement for the loss of strength in mutated collagen tissue; as shown in Fig. 5a (albeit we emphasize the experimental measurements were carried out at a much larger tissue scale).

Fig. 5b shows two sample stress-strain curves, illustrating that the presence of OI mutations strongly influences the mechanical response. In addition to the changes of critical strain for the onset of permanent deformation through intermolecular slip and the strength, the elastic modulus is

![Figure 3](https://i.imgur.com/3Q5Q5Q5.png)  
**FIGURE 3** Change of intermolecular adhesion profile, adhesion energy $\varepsilon$ and intermolecular spacing $d_{\text{min}}$ as a function of OI severity. (a) Displays effective adhesion profiles for various mutations, including the reference case (the effective adhesion profile between pairs of molecules [top left] is obtained by averaging over all six directions in the hexagonal packing [top right]). As the mutations become more severe, the adhesion profiles display a more shallow profile with an equilibrium spacing shifted to larger values. (b) The intermolecular adhesion energy $\varepsilon$ plotted over OI severity, reflecting the reduction of adhesion as the mutations become more severe. (c) The intermolecular equilibrium spacing plotted over OI severity, reflecting the increase of intermolecular distance as the mutations become more severe. In each panel, the reference case (=absence of mutations) is depicted with a square.
reduced by ~15% for small deformation elasticity due to the presence of the mutation. Through an analysis of the stress distribution within the collagen fibril we have observed that mutated fibrils include large local peaks of stresses; suggesting that the presence of mutations leads to an increase of the local stress that is several times larger than the applied

FIGURE 4  Effect of increased intermolecular distance reduces the probability of intermolecular cross-linking in collagen fibrils. (a) The geometry of cross-linking tropocollagen molecules. The core of the collagen molecule plus the lysine side chains can be considered as a sphere with radius \( r \). For the cross-link reaction to occur, the end groups of the two lysine residues must approach one another in space and be at the right orientation with one another for the reaction to take place. This means that the bigger the overlap between two collagen spheres (that is, the closer the tropocollagen molecules are packed in the fibril), the greater is the probability of the cross-link forming (21). (b) The overlap volume (relative to the reference case, Gly) between two collagen spheres as a function of the distance between the spheres (dark line). The overlap volume is given by Eq. S3. We use a value of \( r = 1.14 \) nm, which is given by the sum of the radius of the collagen core (0.5 nm; see Fratzl and Weinkamer (26)) plus the length of the lysine side chain (0.64 nm; see Miles et al. (21)). The plot is then populated with the relative overlap volumes calculated in the presence of each specific OI mutation. In this case we use as intermolecular equilibrium distance \( d_{\text{eq}} \) (see Table S2). The presence of OI mutations, by increasing the intermolecular distance between tropocollagen molecules, considerably reduces the volume of the overlap zone, and thus the probability of the cross-link formation. This mechanism could explain the lower level of cross-links observed in OI (28,29).

FIGURE 5  Influence of OI mutations on the mechanical properties of a collagen fibril, leading to a significant reduction of mechanical strength and yield strain (for most severe mutation, located at the end of the molecule). (a) The decrease of the strength for a mutation (in a cross-link deficient fibril and highly cross-linked fibril), including a qualitative comparison with experimental results (31) in OI tendon (note the difference in scale; our studies are focused on single collagen fibrils; the experiments have been carried out at much larger tendon tissue scales). (b) The stress-strain curve for the reference case and the mutated case, showing that the presence of mutations can severely influence the overall mechanical signature (highly cross-linked fibril). Intermolecular sliding sets in at 30% vs. 42% in the mutated fibril, and the maximum stress is significantly reduced (to ~50% of its reference value). The small-deformation elastic modulus is reduced by ~15% under the presence of the OI mutation. (c) The ratio of the maximum shear stress in the mutated versus the nonmutated system, based on the average shear stress along tropocollagen molecules, \( \sigma_{\text{shear, max;mut}} / \sigma_{\text{shear, max;ref}} \), for both the cross-link deficient fibril and highly cross-linked fibril (the stress is evaluated at identical strain levels immediately before the onset of failure). The average maximum shear stress is 68% and 38% higher for the cross-link deficient fibril and highly cross-linked fibril, respectively, causing fibril failure via intermolecular slip.
stress. Fig. 5c shows the ratio of the maximum shear stress in the mutated versus the nonmutated system, based on the average maximum shear stress along the tropocollagen molecule, \( \sigma_{\text{shear,max}}^{\text{mut}} / \sigma_{\text{shear,max}}^{\text{ref}} \) for both the cross-link deficient fibril and highly cross-linked fibril. The maximum shear stress is 68\% and 38\% higher for the cross-link deficient fibril and the highly cross-linked fibril, respectively. The occurrence of large local stresses might explain the reduced failure strength, as intermolecular bonds are broken more easily at locations of stress concentrations. The concept of local stress concentrations is similar to the role of flaws and cracks in materials; where the corners of these defects lead to a magnification of the stress that may induce catastrophic failure at the macroscale (even though the actual size of the defect may be very small) (32,33). The situation in collagen fibrils is similar because the mutated segments feature a reduced adhesion and larger spacing, resembling a crack-like nanoscale inclusion in the material.

Even though our molecular simulation results provide molecular-level insight into possible mechanism of OI related reduction in strength of collagen fibrils, the agreement with experiments at the tendon level is only qualitative in terms of the actual fracture strength and strain. A quantitative comparison of failure stress shows that the mesoscale model predicts much higher stress levels (5–10 times higher) in collagen fibrils than the experimentally observed values in tendon. This discrepancy could be due to the limitations and approximations of the mesoscale model, which represents perfect single fibrils, whereas the experimental studies have been carried out at much larger tissues scales in tendon where more complex structural arrangements with additional voids and imperfections are observed. In fact, recent experimental studies of stretching of single collagen fibrils (34) showed similar stress levels as found in our simulation model, along with similar levels of yield strain.

To obtain a quantitative prediction at the tendon level, further improvement in the mesoscale model will have to be made, and larger structural levels of the tendon structure should be modeled (e.g., larger fibril (super-)structures, details of the hexagonal packing, microfibril coiling, defects, etc.). These studies, however, are beyond the scope of this study where our aim is to focus solely on the effects of OI on the properties of collagen fibrils. We note that the limitations of our mesoscale model apply to both the reference and to the mutated models, so they should not affect the main result, that is, the relative difference in strength between reference and mutated fibril and the underlying mechanisms.

In light of the remaining challenge to investigate OI effects from an experimental perspective, the predictions put forth in Fig. 5 could be regarded as a challenge to experimentalists. Carrying out such experimental studies might be feasible because recent advances in tensile testing now enable the quantification of the stress-strain response of single collagen fibrils (34).

**CONCLUSION**

The main focus of this study was to assess the quantitative effect of OI-related glycine replacement mutations on the molecular, intermolecular and collagen fibril mechanical properties. We find that OI mutations have a strong effect on collagenous tissues at several levels in the collagen hierarchy, suggesting that OI must be understood as a multiscale materials phenomenon.

We have identified three major effects of OI mutations on the mechanical properties of collagenous tissues at ultra-small scales. First, at the single molecule level, where molecular softening occurs as the disease severity increases (Fig. 2). Second, at the intermolecular level, where mutations lead to a weakening of intermolecular adhesion and increase of intermolecular equilibrium spacing as disease severity increases (shown in Fig. 3), leading to a reduction in likelihood of cross-link formation (Fig. 4). Third, at the collagen fibril level, where OI mutations lead to reduction in strength (Fig. 5) through a change in the stress distribution within fibrils, and specifically the formation of localized stress concentrations that lead to early material failure (Fig. 5c).

For collagen fibril properties, the location of the mutations is a crucial factor in determining their impact on material properties, with mutations close to the ends of molecules featuring the strongest effects. Similar effects of the glycine replacement location along the triple helix on the severity of the resulting type of OI have been previously reported in experiment, showing that mutations located closer to the terminals (in particular the C-terminus) of the tropocollagen molecule lead to more severe phenotypes (8,35). Our simulations agree with this general trend. The observed changes in the intermolecular interaction and in the mechanical properties of collagen fibrils could be a major cause of structural and property changes of collagenous tissues, leading to a mechanical deterioration of fibrils and mineralized fibrils. Altogether, the effects described in this study are important to better understand the molecular-scale based multiscale mechanism of this disease. Specifically, our work shows that microscopic events involving only tens to hundreds of atoms can trigger tissue failure with potentially system wide catastrophic consequences.

Specifically, the results of this study can explain several key features found in OI tissues:

- **Poor fibril packing.** The alternation of collagen strands with normal interactions and strands with increased repulsion due to the presence of glycine replacements may hinder normal fibril packing, leading to a partial loss of the lateral crystallinity, a feature often observed in OI tissues (28,36).

- **Decrease of cross-links density.** At a larger length scale, the molecular effects of OI mutations observed in our study could help to explain the poor mechanical properties of tendons: the poorer fibril organization and the larger distance between tropocollagen molecules (that
is, less resistant material per unit area) in conjunction with the lower number of cross-links may account for the reduced mechanical strength of tendons typical of OI (31). Eventually, a mechanically inferior collagen matrix plus an increased and less organized mineral content might lead to the phenomenon of brittle bones, an important and physiologically evident feature of OI (28). Further studies will be required to provide more mechanistic insight into these specific mechanisms; this present study was focused solely on the pure collagen phase. Such studies should entail an explicit consideration of the interface between collagen and hydroxyapatite mineral crystals and it changes under the presence of mutations.

Changes in mineral crystals size and shape. A poorer lateral packing of collagen molecules may affect the growth of hydroxyapatite crystals. In an environment characterized by poor fibril packing, mineral crystals fail to grow highly organized in the fibril axis direction. Rather, they might be less organized and round-shaped instead of platelet-like. This feature would be consistent with the observed mineral crystals size and shape found in OI (37–39).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first bottom-up nanomechanical mechanistic analysis of the effects of OI on the material properties at larger scales from a materials failure perspective. The results reported in this study contribute to a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying OI and could eventually enable us to establish a direct link from the scale of genetic mutations to the macroscale phenomenon of brittle bones, albeit we emphasize that additional work is necessary to study the specific role of the mineral phase in this disease in particular for bone tissues.

We believe this study shows clearly that the severity of the OI mutation types and their effect on intermolecular interaction are correlated. Our findings suggest that the changes in the molecular structure due to the OI mutations change properties already at the molecular level and provide likely explanations of relevant phenomena connected with OI. The development of understanding of how structural modifications lead to the changes in the mechanical properties of higher hierarchical levels is critically important on the path of forming a more holistic picture of OI.

Our results of changes of collagen mechanics at the fibril level might be directly accessible to experimental studies using MEMS devices, as reported in a recent study (34). Such types of investigations might help to shed further light on mechanical effects of OI mutations by comparing to the results shown in Fig. 5. Other future studies could focus on the effect the position of the mutated protein, and what the effect of other triples surrounding the mutated glycine (that is, instead of the stabilizing Gly-Pro-Hyp sequence) would be.

OI is an autosomal dominant disease, and thus mutated structures arise even if only one of the two copies of the collagen gene encoding is mutated. Depending on the assembly of the chains into tropocollagen trimers, we may find molecules with zero, one, two, or three mutations at the same position. Our analysis has thus far considered only the case of three mutations at the same position (Fig. 1). It remains an open question what the effect of different numbers of mutations is. Future studies could be focused on the question whether or not mutation effects are additive (that is, two mutations lead to more severe effects than one mutation alone), or if it is an on/off process (that is, the effects do not change even if there is more than one mutation in the tropocollagen molecule). The modeling approach reported in this study could be adapted to further investigate these issues.

The development of links between failure of protein materials in the context of genetic disease is currently a little explored aspect with great potential to greatly enhance our understanding of the role of materials phenomena in biological systems (40), an effort referred to as materiomics. Thereby, the consideration of how material properties change in diseases could lead to a new paradigm that may expand beyond the focus on biochemical readings alone. This could eventually be important for both disease diagnosis and treatment. The work reported in this study is a beginning to initiate the development of constitutive material models for protein materials (such as in collagenous tissues) in the context of genetic disease. Further work must be done to validate the model through quantitative comparison with experiments, to link the predictions to larger tissue levels, and to incorporate additional structural features into the model. A similar approach as used in this study could be used for many other diseases in which materials failure due to a drastic change of the constitutive behavior of a material component plays a crucial role in disease initiation and progression.
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